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ASTRO MARKET PREDICTIONS -SAMVAT 2074

DIWALI ASTRO GREETINGS!

SAMAVAT 2073: YEAR OF TRANSITION

Globally Samvat 2073 has been a year of transformation, be it in the form of change in 

political leadership or turbulent and uncertain Geopolitical developments. European Union 

was faced with major challenges as Brexit became a reality. India was no exception either, 

as it faced major financial amendments in the form of Demonetization and GST implication.

SAMAVAT 2074:  YEAR OF POSITIVE DEVELOPMENT

SAMVAT 2074 holds lots of surprises as a planetary alignment points towards continuation 
of transformation, amendments and reforms. Astro chart readings suggests mergers and 
acquisitions besides forging new partnerships involving big corporate groups. The Planetary 
position indicates further changes in the economic system which will definitely set a new 
platform for growth.



INDIA OUTLOOK TO TURN POSITIVE

Judiciary is going to be in focus as the Astro study indicates many critical decisions on 

pending reforms to be delivered, which will have a strong positive impact on the 

economy. As a result of important bills being passed, India Sovereign upgrade looks 

possible in the second half of 2018. Geopolitical developments will keep exerting pressure 

despite that economy will perform well in the second half.

SECTORWISE

The year Samvat 2074 indicates companies with strong fundamentals will tend to 

outperform. A stock specific approach suggested to all market participants.

SECTOR-I: OIL AND GAS

This sector will be showing tremendous growth with government policies favoring this sector. 

Reliance Industries looks very promising going forward.



SECTOR- II:  MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT

Astro charts suggest that this sector will be focus of attention .All kinds of media stocks, 

communication and entertainment stocks will see lot of corporate activities. Mergers and 

acquisitions will be rampant in this sector..

SECTOR -IV:- DEFENCE SECTOR

Defence sector will be having positive outlook for the year . Stock specific 

movements will be observed.

SECTOR -III:- TEXTILE

Astro Charts are bullish for textile sector. It will be witnessing lot of positive 

activities. Investing in this sector will yield good return on investment.



SECTOR-V:- Auto Ancillary
Auto Ancillary sector will continue its good work even in this year. Keep a watch on Tyre
stocks which will hog the limelight again this year.

SECTOR-VI REAL ESTATE

Companies operating in this sector especially in residential properties will be impacted in 

a negative way. The coming year will witness lots of distress sales happening.

SECTOR-VII- PHARMA SECTOR

Pharma sector does not paint a pretty picture as it looks set to continue on its bearish  

journey even in this year.



INDEX MOVEMENT

The first half of SAMVAT 2074 will see the market being very volatile. The 

market movement will be trendless and hence one should book profits in 

short tenures.

The second half of SAMVAT 2074 will have a very positive outlook and a good 

Bull run is expected.

CONCLUSION:

Planetary positions reveal that India will continue on its growth path, with the 

second half being more favorable. This year will witness India coming to the 

fore front and rallying. This year will lay the foundation for strong economic 

growth, the country will witness over next few years.
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